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your CWB needs.  Right now the links are broken but they will be fixed once the modules are open to managers.
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Search for the employee by either employee name, employee number or email address.  I personally prefer to 
search by email address as email is a unique identifier.  

Select rom the list of matches and Click   



Select the ; in this case the global corporate bonus and hit   
HINT:  Click  the   twice to sort by plan run date.   This assists you in selecting the correct plan.  



Scroll to the bottom of the page to   The current worksheet manager is “  
Click on the 



The new manager will now be populated as the current worksheet manager field.

Please add your comments. Your name, today’s date, description of the change and who requested the change 
be made.

  

Every time you make a change in the Employee Admin Screen it is important to add your comments so that the 
next individual who reviews the record has an understanding of the change history.  Remember making a 
change in the Admin Window does not change the HRDB.  

To change eligibility or salary please email Corpcomp_us or a member of the Global Comp team after you have 
made the change in the HRDB.  Provide the employee country, employee email address or employee id.  
Provide details on the change and justification for the requested change. However, they will ask you to submit 
the change via manager self-service.  Otherwise the data will be incorrect in the next process, as changes 
made within Compensation Workbench do not update the HR database.



•This is the CWB home page. Let’s briefly explore the different options available here and then we’ll 
go into a bit more detail in the following slides.

• This is your plan menu. Depending on the plans that are available to you, your menu may appear 
slightly different.  This lists each of the available modules and shows the access to each of the 
various tasks.  We will review the tasks in more detail in a few slides.

•The switch manager option allows you to change to another manager under you to review budgets 
and worksheets. When changing to another manager you are brought to their CWB menu and can 
assist with assigning plans or just to help streamline the view for one of your groups instead of 
looking at your organization as a whole.

•Here are some of the reporting options. 

•The Information and Links section will take you to a number of additional resources to help you with 
your CWB needs.  Right now the links are broken but they will be fixed once the modules are open to 
managers.
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The options in the top right can also assist you with making these changes.
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